[5] and is very effective in controlling the position of FQs in a superconducting thin film ( (Fig. 1a) [27]. The Type-I MCs in each plaquette (Fig.1b) produce an array of ice-like 'two attractive, two repulsive' potential center for the FQ, and enables the realization of a true 2D FQ system that possesses geometric frustration with extensive degeneracy (see discussions below).
1.
Geometric frustration emerges when local interaction energies in an ordered lattice structure cannot be simultaneously minimized, resulting in a large number of degenerate states. The numerous degenerate configurations may lead to practical applications in microelectronics [1] , such as data storage, memory and logic [2] . However, it is difficult to achieve extensive degeneracy, especially in a two-dimensional system [3, 4] . Here, we showcase in-situ controllable geometric frustration with massive degeneracy in a twodimensional flux quantum system. We create this in a superconducting thin film placed underneath a reconfigurable artificial-spin-ice structure [5] . The tunable magnetic charges in the artificial-spin-ice strongly interact with the flux quanta in the superconductor, enabling the switching between frustrated and crystallized flux quanta states. The different states have measurable effects on the superconducting critical current profile, which can be reconfigured by precise selection of the spin ice magnetic state through application of an external magnetic field. We demonstrate the applicability of these effects by realizing a reprogrammable flux quanta diode. The tailoring of the energy landscape of interacting 'particles' using artificial-spin-ices provides a new paradigm for the design of geometric frustration, which allows us to control new functionalities in other material systems, such as magnetic skyrmions [6] , electrons/holes in two-dimensional materials [7, 8] and topological insulators [9] , as well as colloids in soft materials [10-13].
2.
Flux-quanta (FQ) in a type II superconductor are quantized magnetic flux bundles, each containing a single flux-quantum, sustained by circulating superconducting currents. Their motion determines the entire electromagnetic behavior of a superconductor [14] . Controlling the distribution and motion of FQ is important for enhancing the superconductor's current carrying capacity and developing innovative superconducting electronic devices [15] . Recent research demonstrates that the FQ system can be a unique platform to investigate geometric frustration [16] [17] [18] , with certain clear advantages over other widely investigated systems such as artificialspin-ices (ASI) of nanoscale bar magnets [2, 3, 5, 9, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , colloidal-ices of microscopic magnetic particles [10, 11] , and buckled nonmagnetic colloidal monolayers [12] . In the ice-analogue of FQ system, a pair of closely placed pinning potentials, such as nanopatterned holes, in a superconducting film provides two possible locations for a FQ, mimicking the binary degrees of freedom of a 'spin' in an ASI system [16] [17] [18] . Both theoretical [16] and experimental [17, 18] studies have shown that strong interactions between FQs could drive the system into the ground state more readily. However, similarly to the two-dimensional (2D) ASI [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , the ground state configurations of the FQ ice systems are all characterized by a two-fold degenerate long range ordering [16] [17] [18] , and thus far, an extensive degenerate ground state has not been realized in such systems.
3.
Extensive degeneracy in the ASI system comprised of square lattices of nanoscale bar magnets has been achieved recently by vertically separating two sublattices of orthogonally oriented bar magnets [3] , thereby creating a 3D structure. To realize a massively degenerate geometric frustration in a 2D FQ system, we impose a magnetically charged landscape onto a superconductor. This landscape is derived from a recently introduced tri-axial ASI structure consisting of three sublattices of nanomagnetic bars in a square lattice (Extended Data Fig. 1a ) [5] and is very effective in controlling the position of FQs in a superconducting thin film ( Fig. 1b) , one rotated by 90 o from the other. This is similar to the arrangement of the orthogonally oriented bar magnets in the 3D ASI [3] , but in a planar 2D structure. Depending on the orientation of the magnetic field (i.e. pointing in or out of the superconducting film), a MC can act as an attractive or repulsive potential barrier for the FQs (Fig. 1a ) [27] . The Type-I MCs in each plaquette (Fig.1b) produce an array of ice-like 'two attractive, two repulsive' potential center for the FQ, and enables the realization of a true 2D FQ system that possesses geometric frustration with extensive degeneracy (see discussions below).
4. The FQs in a superconducting film can be driven into motion by an electric current (Fig.   1a) , enabling dynamic studies of geometric frustration through magneto-transport experiments [17, 18] indicates that the favorable pairs of nearest-neighbor attractive centers (α pairs defined in Fig.   3b ) within each plaquette are systematically ubiquitous with population up to 80%. When favorable α pairs form, there is no way to simultaneously satisfy all the β pairs in the favorable configuration ( Fig. 3b) , resulting in geometric frustration between the nearest-neighbor M-N plaquettes and a two-fold degeneracy within each plaquette.
6.
In addition to the frustrated local (or short-range) interactions, the breakdown of long range order is required to obtain extensive degeneracy in a geometrically frustrated system [20] .
In Figs. 3c-3e, we compared the populations of favorable and frustrated pairwise configurations with those of the noninteracting FQs obtained from the field dependent population rate formula listed in Fig. 3a . The results show that the 'one filled, one empty' configuration is strongly favored over a wide range of magnetic field centered to B/B Φ =1 for the short-range α, β pairs ( Fig. 3d and 3e, respectively). In contrast, the favorable and frustrated pairwise populations for the long range γ pairs (see Fig. 3b for definition) nearly overlap with those for the noninteractive pairs over the entire magnetic field range, indicating uncorrelated long range γ pairs.
We found that the repulsive potential centers (red circles in Fig. 2 and 3b) play an important role in breaking down the γ pairwise correlation, as indicated by the appearance of highly favorable γ pairs and the emergence of long range ordered FQs when the repulsive potential centers are removed (see Extended Data Fig. 6 ). Thus, the frustrated short range correlations and the breakdown of long range order, respectively governed by attractive and repulsive potential centers, lead to a massive 2 n -fold degeneracy (with n being the number of square plaquettes) in the entire 2D square lattice.
7.
Since the FQ density at B/B Φ =1 corresponds to one FQ per plaquette, equal numbers of the two different frustrated plaquettes ('two filled' and 'two empty' α pairs) must emerge simultaneously. These frustrated plaquettes can be assigned a positive ('two filled' α pair) or negative ('two empty' α pair) net FQ with respect to the background of one FQ per plaquette, resembling the simultaneous emergence of positive and negative magnetic monopole pairs connected by Dirac strings in a magnetic spin-ice system [28] . Therefore, 'Dirac strings' connecting pairs of 'two filled' and 'two empty' frustrated plaquettes can also be designed in our FQ system as demonstrated in Extended Data Fig. 7 . Although the emergence of frustrated plaquettes (frustrated α pairs) reduces the degenerate manifold, the location of these defects provides a new degree of freedom, thus inducing massively degenerate states for excited defects.
8. Figure 2a indicates two ways of switching FQs between geometrically frustrated and crystallized states: 1) tuning FQ density by magnetic field and 2) switching potential landscape by reconfiguring MC orders. The first method is unique to the FQ system, enabling easily controlled defect formation and tunable geometric frustration by the external magnetic field (Extended Data Fig. 8 ). Unlike the recent realization of a thermally controlled potential landscape for pinning the FQs [18] , which is only accessible in superconducting systems, our second method of magnetically switching the potential landscapes with reconfigurable MC orders could be applied to other magnetically interacting particle systems, such as magnetic skyrmions [6] and magnetic colloids [10, 11] .
9.
The ability to tune the symmetry of the FQ lattice in-situ (Fig. 2) can be extended to design superconducting devices such as a FQ rectifier. Such a FQ diode can be realized based on the ratchet motion of FQs induced by an asymmetric potential [29] [30] [31] . We applied an AC current to the superconducting layer of the hetero-structure, and measured a DC voltage response associated with the directional motion of FQs (Fig. 4a,) . The rectification effect is observed for the Type-II (Fig. 4c) and Type-III (Fig. 4e ) MC configuration and can be turned off with the Type-I (Fig. 4b) configuration. The Supplementary Videos S1, S2 and S3 clearly show the asymmetric dynamics of FQs motion under Type-II and Type-III MC orders, respectively. We can also reverse the rectification polarity by reversing the MC configurations, as shown in Fig.   4d and 4f for Type-II and Type-III configurations, respectively. This reprogrammable spin-ice FQ diode could provide the basis of logic gates for low power computing.
10.
In addition to designing geometric frustration in various magnetic systems, reconfigurable electronic devices may also be envisioned by combining an artificial-spin-ice with functional materials, such as 2D electron gases [7] , graphene [8] , topological insulators [9] , and Dirac and Weyl semimetals. Furthermore, the precise control of the MC configuration with a magnetic tip [5] enables local 'write and erase' of geometric frustrated and crystallized patterns, leading to even more exotic properties and an enhanced control of functionalities at the nanoscale. The distinguishable features in the transport behavior shown in Fig. 1f-1h and Extended Data Fig. 2 demonstrate that electrical transport measurements on a subfilm is a convenient technique to detect the spin/charge configurations of magnetic systems and complement the magnetic imaging techniques. Finally, by replacing the present Type-I MCs with nano-bar magnets or magnetic nanodots (Extended Data Fig. 9 ), one can create novel geometric frustration that can be investigated by direct imaging and thermal annealing techniques [23] . Experiments. Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) imaging was conducted in a custom designed MFM system using a commercial MFM probe (NANOSENSORS™ PPP-MFMR). The detailed imaging parameters can be found in reference [5] . The transport experiments were carried out using a standard four-probe method at a temperature of 5.8 K. The sample was placed in a 3-axis superconducting vector magnet, which allows us to apply magnetic field in any desired orientation. The MC ordering was manipulated by controlling both the orientations and amplitude of the in-plane magnetic field. The detailed protocols can be found in reference [5] .
The transport experiments were carried out with only the out-of-plane magnetic field. In-plane magnetic field was only used to reconfigure the MC state and ramped to zero thereafter.
Molecular dynamic simulation.
We consider a two-dimensional system with periodic boundary condition in x and y direction. The sample size is L×L with L=16 . is the London penetration depth, which is chosen as 720nm for MoGe [17] . 
where = 240 is the standard deviation of Gaussian function, is the pinning coefficient, 
